001. Are you going to eat? (◎ 40)
(Simple sentence in Chinese) (003)
(Complete sentence in Chinese) (208)

002. Where are you going to eat? (◎ 42)
(Simple sentence in Chinese) (308)
(Complete sentence in Chinese) (408)

003. They come from Japan. (◎ 42)
(Simple sentence in Chinese) (509)
(Complete sentence in Chinese) (607)

004. They go to America. (◎ 42)
(Simple sentence in Chinese) (708)
005. They come from Japan to America. (◎ 42)

006. Where is the largest library (圖書館)?
007. Which library does Miss (小姐) wish to go to?

(Complete sentence in Chinese) (529)

008. I would like to go to the Central (中央) Library.

(Complete sentence in Chinese) (865)
009. How does one get to the Central Library?

010. From here, you first walk east about five minutes.

011a. Having arrived at the Orient Book Shop,
Having arrived at the Orient Book Shop (東方書店),

turn south (南),

again walk two or three minutes (分鐘),

the library is just on the right side (邊).

It's too far (遠), I guess. (It's too far, innit?)
013. Is Miss willing (願意/想) to take a taxi (計程車/出租車) to

014. It's not particularly far.

015. I had better (還是/最好) walk.

016a. Is this larger (或) is that larger?
016b. Is the Central Library (中央圖書館) larger, or is the Normal University's (師範大學) library larger?

(Complete sentence in Chinese) (510)

017. The Central Library as compared to the Normal University's library is larger.

(Simple sentence in Chinese) (456)

(Complete sentence in Chinese) (355)
018. Does Ba Jin (巴金) write well? Yes. (◎ 46)

019. Ba Jin, as compared to Zhu Zi-qing (朱自清), writes better, I believe.

020. My friend drives taxis (計程車/出租車) very carefully (小心).
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021. He drives taxis more carefully than I. (Simple sentence) (410)

022. What is today’s [full] date? (◎ 52) (Complete sentence) (558)
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023. My child is seriously ill (病) and has stopped eating! (◎ 53)

(Complete sentence in Chinese) (658)

024. Do you have to pay before you (reside in 住 =) enter the hospital (醫院) ? (◎ 54)

(Simple sentence in Chinese) (758)

(Complete sentence in Chinese) (856)
025. The hospital was pretty good to me. I didn't need to pay first.

026. I've heard that the head of that hospital (院長) is pretty good. Have you (seen =) met him?

027. I have never met him. (◎ 57)

028. One time I (wanted to meet =) thought about meeting him, but I could not find his office (辦公室). (◎ 58)

029. My wife worked in his home for a month and then quit. (◎ 59)
030. How come? (Complete sentence in Chinese) (608)

031. They require (要求) everything to be extraordinarily clean (乾淨) (Simple sentence in Chinese) (709)

032. You have to wash this and you have to wash that. It's too troublesome! (Complete sentence in Chinese) (910)
033. a. We walk [for] half an hour (鐘頭). (Simple sentence in Chinese) (157)

b. We arrive at school. (Simple sentence in Chinese) (230)

c. We have to walk another half an hour and only then [will we] arrive at school. (Complete sentence in Chinese) (005)

034. You (pl.) (study =) attend what grade (年級)? (Complete sentence in Chinese) (310)
035. You are [my] little friends.

[Complete sentence in Chinese] (512)

036. I am [in] fourth grade, my elder sister is [in] sixth grade.

[Complete sentence in Chinese] (513)
037. 你現在的學級名次是第幾名？（以考試為準）

038. 她是第四名。我是第十五名。

039. 不錯。
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040. (Simple sentence in Chinese) I was always (總) tested into the twenty-something rank.  (1389)
In the past I was always in the twenty-something rank. (Complete sentence in Chinese) (911)

041. In class (班) there are fifteen people. (Simple sentence in Chinese) (867)
In their class there are exactly (剛好) fifteen people. (Complete sentence in Chinese) (912)
042. Is that true?
(Complete sentence in Chinese) (932)

 Mari (comes =) is coming from Japan. （⊙41）
(Simple sentence in Chinese) (6)
(Full sentence in Chinese) (158)

043. (Having arrived at the bank =) When you get to the bank 2, turn left 3. （⊙43）
(Simple sentence in Chinese) (231)
(Full sentence in Chinese) (311)
44. A taxi (runs =) moves faster than a city bus.

45. Mari buys lots of stuff.

46. Mari has gone broke.

計程車 = 出租車
公共汽車
東西
沒有錢
047. Before Mari went to China, her father was wealthy.

048. Train has never seen the Shaolin Monastery.
Today the weather is very bad.

I cannot see the sun.

Train runs half an hour every day.
052. His mother opposes his playing poker.
054. I came from Japan to research Chinese history.

055. Mari went to China to attend graduate school. (See answer 923.)
056. Train came from Africa

057. Crawl upwards. ◎ 43 (845)

058. I don't want to. Why don't you crawl downwards. ◎ 45 (796)
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059. She likes to read novels more than I do.

060. She reads faster than I do. (Two possibilities.)

061. She paints pictures better than I do. (Two possibilities.)
062. Mari said: Today is August 28, 2203. ◎ 52 (See answer 593.)

063. I'm not tired anymore. ◎ 53 (See answer 545.)

064. Money? They have upwards of $900,000. ◎ 54 (493)
065. He uses a writing brush to paint landscapes.

066. Have you eaten shark meat?

067. He speaks unclearly.
Ba- Jin- [巴金]
library, tu' shu- guan - 図書館
central, zhong - yang - 中央
find, zhao - dao - 找到
first (in a sequence), xian - 先
had better, zui - hao - 最好
head of xxx, xxx zhang - 長
head toward, wang - 往
illness, bing - 病
meet (socially), jian - 见
must, bi - 必
never, cong - lai - mei - (you - ) - 從來沒有
Normal University, Shi - Fan - Da - Xue - 師范大学
office, ban - gong - shi - 辦公室
one time, you - yi - ci - 有一次
Orient Book Shop, Dong - Fang - Shu - Dian - 東方書店
pay, gei - qian - 給錢, fu - qian - 付錢
require, yao - qiu - 要求
right side, you - bian - 右邊
taxi, ji - cheng - che - 計程車
turn ..., wang - ...guai - 轉 ...拐
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wash, 洗
willing to, 愿意
Zhu Ziqing 朱自清